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Birth Data for Color Charts Is shown here 

Aries: assertive, brave. first, impetuous, energetic, self-oriented. 

Taurus: comfortable, deliberate, dependable, placid, possessive, sensual. 

Gemini: fluent, versatile, curous. intermittent, clever, nimble. 

Cancer: nurturing, warm, dependent, sympathetic, protective, security-oriented. 

Leo: creative, risk-taking, charismatic, fun-loving, generous, exciting. 

Virgo: work-oriented, painstaking, efficient, pragmatic, exacting, discreet. 

Libra: cooperative, diplomatic, fence-sitting, co~titive, aesthetic. 

Scorpio: penetrating, intense, resourceful, powerful, compulsive. 

Sagittarius: benevolent, optimistic, extravagant, enthusiastic, idealistic. 

Capricom: responsible, formal, traditional, authoritative, career-oriented. 

Aquarius: unique, rebellious, futuristic, independent, inventive, objective. 


)pposition- could be overdone at the expense of, seesaw swings Pisces: compaSSionate, mystical, illusory. sensitive, spiritual. dreamy. 
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PLANETS 
o 	 Sun: self-esteem, life force/vitality, creativity, risk-taking instincts, pride, star quality, fun-loving spirit, inner 

child, drive for excitement, need for recreation, speculative side, sexual passion. need to shine 
» Moon: emotions, security needs, caretaking Instincts, dependency needs, drive to nurture, vulnerabilities, 

homing instincts, receptivity, moods, habit patterns, women (including mother) 
~ Mercury: urge to communicate, thinking, listening/talking, capacity to learn, adaptability/flexibility, 

information-gathering skills, casual contacts, logic, awareness, dexterity, perception 
Venus: desire for pleasure, sensuality, urge for comfort/ease, need for tangible beauty, drive for stability/ 

predictability, sweetness, affection, relating needs, material assets 
d' Mars: assertion, self-expression, independence, personal power, desires, spontaneous instincts, immediate 

needs, anger, sexual drive, early identity, dOing one's thing • 
1+ Jupiter: ideals and goals, beliefs, values,· morality/ethics, faith, optimism, quest for the truth, philosophy/ 

religion, drive for expanded I'lorizons, high expectations, seeking the best/highest 
't Saturn: reality quotient; authority instincts, practicality, capacity to deal with limits, career drives, sense of 

responsibility, discipline/effort, status ambitions, urge to solidify/contract, wisdom of experience 
~ Uranus: individuality, freedom drives, inventiveness, originality, humanitarian instincts, detachment, pull 

toward the future, eccentricity, innovation, sudden changes . 
W Neptune: quest for Oneness/Union/transcendence, idealism, quest for infinite love and beauty, intuition, 

savior/victim potentials, comp~sion, imagination/fantasy, mysticism, escapism 
E Pluto: intenSity, drive for self-mastery, intimacy instincts, sexual needs, drive for transformation, elimipiltion/ 

completion urges, resentment/forgiveness, probing, complicated motives, compulsions 
A Ascendant: personal identity, personal action, appearance, phYSical body, natural self-expression 

M Mldheaven: sense of authority, career aspirations, power drives and power figures, status 
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EXTRA BODIES 
'\ Halley's Comet: Iimeli9.,ht, high focus, rise to power and fall . . , 

~ Chlron: drive for knowledge, ideals, maverick, truth-seeking, teacher/healer 
~ Transpluto: fertile, steady, charismatic, rebirth, savage, possessive ., 
o Lilith (dark moon): exaggerates, compulsive, instinctive reason, objectifies 

THE "BIG FOUR" ASTEROIDS 
'.1 Ceres: earth mother, productivity, health, growing things, health issues, mother figure 
~ Juno: marriage, beauty, intimacy, shared resources, giving and receiving 
~ Pallas: perception skills, equality, justice, balance, competition, visual aesthetics . 

.::$:- Vesta: responsibility, efficiency, tunnel vision, alienation, capable, health issues, concentration 

15 OTHER ASTEROIDS (available 20th century only) 
~ Amor: loving kindness, empathy, goodwill, service (could be overdone) 
I' Dembowska: overdrive and/or self-blocking, facing limits, responsibilities 
1> Diana: "all or none," self-containment, nurturing on one's own terms 
db Dudu: cleaning up, eliminating garbage, power struggles, addictions 
~ Eros: romantic love, passion, ''whatever turns you on" 
rth! Frigga: marriage, conjugal love, domestic, gentle yet powerful 
~ Hidalgo: ambitious, willing to risk, father/authority figures, effort 
~ Icarus: risk-taking, may be overreach, creativity, intense love (or hate) 
Wj, Lilith: self-mastery/power issues, sexuality, occult interests 
o Pandora: curiousity, may begin things with unforeseen consequences, change 
~ Pittsburghla: power issues, learning moderation, facing inner depths 


lu Psyche: deep attunement, empathy and love or glaring self-centeredness 

W Sappho: aesthetic refinements, teaching, nurturing, sensuality 

, Toro: strength, power, confrontations, will, sensuality 


/J(. Urania: thoughtful, serious, inspired, unconventional 
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URANIAN PLANETS 
1; Cupido: family, art, marriage, SOCiety, aSSOCiations 
~ Hades: want, poverty, waste, illness, secrets, antiquity, delay, dirt 
it Zeus: fire, procreation, creation. direction, leadership, irresistible force 
'f Kronos: government, authority, leader, everything above average, high up 
~ Apollon: SCience, cOmmerce, trade, expansion, peace, glory, success, "lots of" 
¥ Admetos: raw material, death, hinderance, stoppage, standstill, intense concentration 
! Vulkanus: strength, force, power, energy, mighty 

J)~.\D..on; spJjt .loea, mind, enJj,Ohtenment p10paganda 


